
CHALLENGE STRATEGY SUCCESS

Grey Goose wanted a week-long 
series of branded live events to be 
digitized during Miami’s Art Basel. 
These events were to be catered to 
millennial and multicultural 
professionals. 

Specific challenges included 
promoting the 6-day campaign to 
generate new fans for the event 
social media pages and getting 
those same new fans to RSVP to 
attend one or multiple events during 
Art Basel’s already established full 
schedule of events.

Crowned PR was also tasked with
coming up with the full digital and 
content strategy, inviting numerous
influencers who were in the Miami 
tri-county area and confirm their 
RSVP. 

Our Responsibilities:
Digital Media & Digital Ad Buys
Event Activation & Hosting

Crowned PR created the digital
strategy that included Facebook, 
Twitter and Instagram. We also
secured ad placements on targeted 
blogs and did an audit of “artsy” 
influencers who resonate with young 
professionals and coordinated their 
participation.

We created engaging digital content 
across three segments: fashion, art & 
music. Leading up to the week of 
events we created buzz by releasing
behind-the-scenes photos and 
videos, interviews with designers 
and theme inspired drink recipes.

Everyday during the live events of 
#FusionMIA we had team members 
live tweeting and posting video and 
pictures every hour. We encouraged 
fans to use our hashtags and used 
the user generated content across 
social to build even more buzz. We 
also produced signage with our 
hashtags to promote usage.

Grey Goose’s #FusionMIA was the 
#1 national trending topic on Twitter 
for 2-days in a row. It also became a 
trending topic on Facebook with over 
16,500 shares. 

Each night’s events were sold out 
with our final night having over 800 
attendees.

Crowned PR secured earned-media 
placement on Essence, Huffington 
Post, NY Post and Miami Times. We 
also secured features on NBC, CBS 
and Fox.

Crowned PR secured over 15 
million earned media impressions 
and 1.7 million media/influencer-
driven social impressions. Crowned 
PR enabled Grey Goose to resonate 
with a new, younger, eclectic 
demographic, generate buzz as a 
fun, creative brand and tap into one 
of Miami’s largest attended annual
cultural events.
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CHALLENGE STRATEGY SUCCESS

Verizon wanted to curate and digitize 
their Black History Month campaign
#PotentialOfUs in the Atlanta 
market. While the live event was in 
Atlanta, they wanted everyone, no 
matter where they lived to feel like 
they were a part of the campaign.

Crowned PR was tasked with finding
influencers, hosting interviews, 
moderating panels and runway 
shows and tracking the campaign
with the hashtag PotentialOfUs.

Our Responsibilities:
Event Digitization
Event Curation
Event Hosting

Crowned PR curated the run of show 
for the Atlanta market by focusing on 
Atlanta based designers, artists, 
athletes and celebrities. 

To attract audiences with varied 
interests we mixed up the digital 
campaign content to include sports, 
entertainment, science, music and 
fashion. This was a key factor in the
campaign building traction. We also 
invited fans to share their stories of 
passion paying off using hashtags 
#PotentialOfUs #PassionPays. We 
then repurposed the user-generated 
content and shared across social 
platforms.

During the Potential Of Us live events 
we had team members live tweeting 
and posting video and pictures to 
Facebook, Twitter, Snapchat and 
Instagram. 

Verizon’s Potential Of Us campaign 
was a trending topic on Twitter. 
It also became a trending topic on 
Facebook and had over 80,000 views 
on Snapchat.

Verizon’s Potential Of Us - Atlanta
received the highest attendance 
numbers and earned media 
impressions in the program’s history 
with over 9 million impressions,

Crowned PR enabled Verizon to 
resonate with a new demographic of 
millennials, while also empowering
them to share their stories of how
their passion paid off. 
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